November 2017
Chairman’s Notes
Warwick and Leamington Constituency
The Boundary Commission has thought again
about its initial proposals to split our
parliamentary constituency in two. They now
recommend that our two towns stay together,
which was always the cross party preference, and
this had been widely welcomed. The details
include some rural extensions to the north west
and the north east, aligning with the District
boundary, but excluding Kenilworth.
What the local papers did not mention is that this
national review is unlikely to be enacted in the
current parliament. The review had been driven
by plans to equalise constituency populations, but
also to remove 50 seats overall. This reduction
would leave lots of MPs of all parties (large and
small) out of a job. Since turkeys rarely vote for
Christmas, under the present fragile political
balance the review will doubtless be parked.
Happy Leamington - Crowded Leamington?
A property survey claims that people in
Leamington are the happiest in the country. But
as our numbers grow in response to the marketing
hype, are there clouds gathering on the horizon?

Talks and Events
ACME Whistles
Simon Topman
Thursday, December 7th,
7.30pm
Conference Centre,
Dormer Place
2018
Food, Energy & the
Environment:
Future Challenges
David Gardner
(Royal Agricultural
Society of England)
Thursday, January 11th,
7.30pm
Conference Centre,
Dormer Place
Creative Industries
Alan Heap
(Purple Monster)
Thursday, February 8th,
7.30pm
Conference Centre,
Dormer Place

Europa Way is about to be dualled, so traffic will be able to pile into South
Leamington’s roundabouts and achieve morning gridlock more efficiently.
One answer, from
County, is to offer a
gyratory system so that
the old streets of South
Town form a one way
traffic circus with
choking fumes. Keep
the traffic moving is the
mantra, but where to?
Meantime, the
District plans to build
a replacement Covent
Garden car park with a 60 year life; but in 30 years, let alone 60, will electric
robotic cars still be owned and parked as now?
Am I being alarmist and negative? Of course local authorities need to be
responsive to the needs of their ratepayers; but they also have a
responsibility to look at the bigger picture and the longer term. The wheel is
one of man's oldest and most transformative inventions. In little more than
a century, four wheels and the internal combustion engine have had a huge
impact. Leamington is a relatively new town, yet many of its terraced streets
pre-date the car. Watch any planning committee and parking provision is a
repeated and contested issue. The Local Plan is pushing "Garden suburbs" superficially green and attractive - but their very sprawl at low density
promotes dependency on cars, often several to a single household. Cars are
so personal and convenient, if only it weren't for all the other drivers
cluttering the road. Highway departments typically predict and provide, as
ever more cars attempt to squeeze through. The metaphor is feeding the
pigeons, the more you provide the more they come.
It's easy to criticize, but what's to be done? In recent years, County
highways ran several workshop consultations, which opened with a senior
officer saying he would not anticipate risky policies. One can understand his
dilemma: any move to place restrictions or targeted charges on road use
would be met with outrage and if sticks were off limits then carrots would
be costly. (More and better buses, safer cycle routes?) No wonder
government, both local and national, consults but continues to kick the can
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down the road.
For older people, like many of us in the Leamington Society, passing a driving
test and owning a car was a rite of passage in growing up. I believe younger
generations are more open to alternatives - look at the growth of cycling in
London. The
Leamington Town
Centre Forum has said
it wants to "encourage
a modal shift to
sustainable/public
transport to reduce
congestion and
improve air quality". It
also proposes "enough
parking ... at a
reasonable cost". Are
these statements compatible? It depends on what you really mean by
"enough" and “reasonable". Do current charges even meet economic land
value, highways and operational costs? Also where street parking is free it
soon becomes impossible to find a space.
Each of us with our individual wishes and demands makes it uncomfortable
for leaders to grasp the nettle; but vague statements of good intention are no
substitute for hard policy choices if Leamington is to enjoy a happy rather
than a congested and polluted future.
Covent Garden and Riverside House
The District Council currently has planning applications for both these sites,
scheduled for determination in December. In Covent Garden there are
detailed plans: to demolish the multi storey car park then rebuild a new park
on a different orientation, along with a new district headquarters and a block
of 44 flats. For Riverside House there is an outline application: for demolition
of the existing headquarters in due course, then to sell the site to a housing
developer. These proposals are closely linked by financial considerations.
Among various elements of the scheme, one feature stands out. Neither the
Covent Garden flats, nor the outline application for housing at Riverside
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House, provide for affordable housing (at 80% of market price) let alone
social housing. District policy, enshrined in the newly adopted Local Plan is
to require 40% of affordable housing on new sites. It is true that in recent
experience this percentage has often been whittled down by a get-out that
such a quota is "non-viable" in a commercial assessment. But what kind of
message does it send to future applicants when Warwick District Council asks
its Planning Committee to grant permission on a nil affordable provision for
its own major sites?
Richard Ashworth
Forthcoming Talks and Events:
For venues, dates and times see front of page of this Newsletter
ACME Whistles - Simon Topman
If you are wondering if a talk about whistles is going to be interesting and
worth attending – think again! Mr Simon Topman, the owner and managing
director of ACME Whistles, delivered a talk about his company to Friends of
Leamington Art Gallery (FLAG) a couple of years ago, and it was a most
absorbing and amusing talk. Who would have thought there could be so
many varieties of whistle? The company was founded as J Hudson & Co in
the 1870s and was family-run for over a hundred years. It now trades from
the Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham, as ACME Whistles, and is the ‘world’s
largest and most famous producer of whistles’. The company also has royal
patronage as was shown some days ago on the local news when the Duke
and Duchess of Cambridge paid it a visit, and took home their very own
ACME whistle. I’m sure Prince George and Princess Charlotte were pleased
with that souvenir!
Food, Energy and the Environment: Meeting the needs of people without
trashing the environment - David Gardner, Royal Agricultural Society of
England
David will talk in particular about the production of food and energy, and the
future challenges of meeting the demand for both. He will lay out the scale
of the challenge and offer potential solutions, some of which could be
considered controversial.
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Is Leamington ready for a Creative Quarter? Alan Heap, Purple Monster
Alan Heap, Director of Purple Monster, is a member of the Society with a
background in theatre, the performing arts, television and television
production. Purple Monster is a small consultancy promoting creativity in
every workplace, which operates from North Hall, Spencer Yard.
Alan will present a look back and forward at the creative industries that have
made Leamington a forward-thinking town – from the early pioneering days
of Spa health and wellbeing to the silicon Spa games industry of today.

How Our Railway Service Has Changed In 20 Years
We are “downsizing” and discarding the accumulation of half a century of
marriage and hoarding. Among my stacks and drifts of paper I found a
railway timetable for Chiltern Rail in the first full year (1998) of its franchise.
Passengers were “welcome” to send comments and suggestions to Mr.
Adrian Shooter personally at a postal address in Aylesbury. How times have
changed!
Chiltern have hugely increased the number of trains to (and from) London by nearly half on weekdays and by nearly 2/3 at the weekends. Trains are
much faster for all travellers. The much advertised commuter special in the
morning takes 70 minutes instead of 85, but the average train journey is now
17 minutes faster than it was (82 minutes compared with 99).
Passenger numbers at Leamington Station have increased by 300%, in a
period when national rail usage has “only” doubled
(http://orr.gov.uk/statistics/published-stats/statistical-releases). This
frequent and fast rail service puts Leamington (and Birmingham?) firmly
within the commuter belt to London – with significant consequences for our
town.
I do not know what the corresponding change in the fares has been – but I
suspect this is in proportion to the improvement in the service.
Marianne Pitts
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The Opening of the Vitsœ Building
The new Vitsœ
building on Old
Warwick Road may
be considered by
some to be rather
bland but I would
caution against such
preemptive
judgment. Firstly,
this building is not
an apartment
building, not an
office building nor
Photography: Dirk Lindner
even a hotel but
an ‘assembly and distribution centre’ for the company’s fine furniture designs
and surely that is what it should look like – and it does.
Also, the quality of this building is more than skin deep. In his address to the
‘great and the good’ (and a large number of us others) at the opening event
Mark Adams the Managing Director told us how every detail of the materials
and construction had been thought about in respect of its function,
sustainability, flexibility and economy, as well as its design.
The building was
constructed in 8 months,
without scaffolding; the
structure, the insulation
and the finishes are all of
timber and the
workspace is day-lit:
Mark also made some
philosophical points
about the company’s
ethos. How working
conditions are such that
a hand-bell is rung at

Photography: Dirk Lindner
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coffee time; work stops and all the staff gather in the dining/lounge by the
vast north picture-window overlooking Foundry Wood, as the trains pass
silently by. Again at lunchtime - for the chef’s ‘dish of the day’. Even the
bread is homemade!
Old fashioned as that may sound in this time of ‘hot-desking’, Vitsœ’s
products are, however, ‘state of the art’ and are constantly being technically
refined.
He also explained how it is
an interesting business
model in that the majority
of its work is for existing
clients, how they
recommend repair of
broken fittings rather than
replacement with new and
they do not constantly bring
out new designs to
encourage customers to
ditch what they have for the
latest thing!
Although a global company
it was also stressed how
important it was for them
to be part of Leamington
Spa and the atmosphere of
the opening event indicated
the extent to which they
already are – around 500
people were there. Only
five of the staff have come
Photography: Dirk Lindner
from London, the rest have
been recruited locally and the dance group Motionhouse are moving into
currently spare accommodation there, in the New Year!
Richard Ward
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Leamington Spa Station Qualifies …
... in the top 100 stations in Britain (page
187). Friends of Leamington Station are
praised not only for the notable garden, but
also for features such as the Name boards
and Posters - the only important omission is
the topiary hedge. The judge and author is
Simon Jenkins, famous for rating Cathedrals
and Parish Churches. Penguin has just
published this beautiful book, ‘Britain’s 100
Best Railway Stations’, with brilliant photos
and a witty text.
For your Christmas present list?
Marianne Pitts
Bernard Spilsbury: Dr. Christopher Hilton, September 14
Having received his first lessons
above his father’s chemist’s
shop in Bath Street, it is hardly
surprising that Spilsbury should
have followed a medical career.
However, Dr Hilton explained
that even at Oxford and St
Mary’s Paddington, Spilsbury’s
intention was to enter General
Practice. It was only the luck of
finding himself under three
Photography: Alan Griffin
distinguished teachers at St
Mary’s that led him into microscopy and toxicology, and thence into being
responsible for creating the profession of forensic scientist and into
appearances in Court that brought him his enormous national fame.
Dr Hilton told us the tales of the most celebrated trials in which Spilsbury’s
evidence was decisive: Dr Crippen, the first criminal to be arrested with the
help of wireless; “The Brides in the Bath” (several of them, but in different
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baths); Patrick Mahon, whose talents produced “a 3D jigsaw made of flesh”;
and “The Blazing Car Mystery”, in which a certain Arthur Rouse, eloquently
described by Dr. Hilton as a “small time chiseller”, had neglected to burn the
evidence as thoroughly as professional pride might have indicated. Where
possible humorously, and without making this remarkably squeamish writer
feel ill, Dr Hilton left us in no doubt of the details. He emphasised the
importance of the press, which for something like twenty years had been
accustomed to writing for an educated population. Like the Great War, the
trials were front-page material and Spilsbury, a tall imposing man, was
capable of elucidating the most complex evidence authoritatively.
This was one of the best talks we have ever had, in the presence of one of
our best audiences. Dr Hilton was exceptional, and a nice little murder is
always a draw.
Robin Taylor
Guide Dogs – Our Local Charity, Carrie Terry and Robert Jinks
The evening began with a
surprise: four performers,
though admittedly two had
only “little walk-on parts”,
silent, comatose, but almost
as appealing as starlets in
Hollywood. Allow me to
confess a fault. I am not
very fond of animals.
Mostly I find that they are
taciturn or disorderly,
Photo: by Gavin Bell licensed under CC BY 2.0
illiberal, and downright
dangerous. That being said, I do like to see the guide dogs padding doggedly
(ha-ha) along the Parade, at ease in the station into which God hath called
them and proceeding with the air of tolerant condescension that I usually
associate with my butler. I was glad to learn that in Pompeii evidence exists
that the Romans, with the practical sense I would have expected, invented
their career for them.
In Leamington, where they are bred as well as trained, they go back to 1941,
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and they certainly give the town tone (or should I say “ton”?). It seems that
the masters are chosen for these servants just as much as the servants for
their masters. Perhaps the masters humanise the animals and the animals
humanise the masters. I can easily envisage the brighter dogs sighing to
themselves when the human-beings, superior though they’re supposed to
be, catch on slowly.
I hope I’ve given the impression that I enjoyed the evening. I would have
enjoyed it more if it had attracted the large audience it deserved.
Ladies and gentlemen, we cannot guarantee a good show but we try hard! A
good play and good actors need a good audience to make an evening “go”.
Give yourself a chance.
Robin Taylor
36 Years on the Best Railway in the World, Chris Gibb
We were privileged to
host Chris Gibb, truly
one of the leading
railway leaders of our
time. Still in his mid50s, he already has
well over 30 years in
the industry behind
him.
Using a fascinating
range of pictures he
raced through his extensive career; from scheduling drivers and locomotives
when still a teenager, whilst qualifying as a signals operator, to running
substantial enterprises such as Virgin Cross Country and West Coast.
Although he claimed to have retired, the audience was amused to note that
his current activities include being a director of Network Rail, whilst last the
autumn he worked full time for three months on preparing a report for the
Secretary of State on the problems of the Southern Railway franchise.
Clearly an outstanding leader with unbounded knowledge of his field, and
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enthusiasm and energy for ever more improvement of it, he is an ambassador
and inspiration for anyone wanting to adopt the railway industry as a career.
He closed with some very insightful and direct answers to a range of questions
from the knowledgeable audience, many from the industry who had travelled
quite some way to be with us.
Jan Gillett
Warwickshire: the New Pevsner Guide, Chris Pickford, Author
(Joint meeting with the Leamington Literary Society)
Although I had never heard of Pevsner until I was middle-aged I entered this
talk in my diary as soon as I learnt of it.
Without doubt Pevsner’s life was one of the most remarkable of the twentieth
century. Moving from Austria to England in the 1930s, he linked his life so
deeply with his new home that his name became almost indivisible from it
(“Pevsner’s England”). Over half a century, county by county, with the help of
his wife and one or two assistants, he produces forty-two volumes describing
the significant buildings in all but a very few.
This revised volume of Mr. Pickford’s, himself born in the county, is
necessarily two and a half times the size of the original in order to incorporate
all the changes. He emphasised that the books are “not guide-books, much
less glossy abstractions for the tourist”. They are detailed works of reference,
but accessible to people prepared to use a dictionary and their imagination.
The work took him six years, travelling to the buildings, entering the larger
ones when he was permitted (usually he was), and availing himself of local
knowledge and books such as Toby Cave’s about Leamington and Geoffrey
Tyack’s “Warwickshire Country Houses”.
I would like to thank Mr. Pickford for his energy, his enthusiasm, and his
readability. I was amused by his remark that having a companion with him on
his researches (usually his wife) prevented answers to his questions from
drifting into uninteresting reminiscences!
Robin Taylor
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New Members:
We welcome to our Society:
Ian Dearnley and Bob and Alison Berry

Officers and Committee
Chairman:
Richard Ashworth: 32 Willes Road, CV31 1BN, 01926 316703
Vice Chairmen:
Barbara Lynn: 53 Manor House, Avenue Road, CV31 3ND, 01926 831414
Richard Ward: 3 Bell Court, The Maltings, CV32 5FH, 01926 422750
Hon. Secretary:
Margaret Begg: The Garden House, Clarendon Crescent, CV32 5NR, 01926
423822
Hon. Treasurer:
Clive Engwell: Clarendon Lodge, Clarendon Square, CV32 5QT, 01926 420454
Other Committee Members:
Marianne Pitts 01926 885532
Archie Pitts
01926 885532

Sydney Syson 01926 429826
Jef Tuyn
01926 339085

* Please note: Marianne and Archie’s new address is 7 Kineton Hall,
Leamington Spa, CV32 5DR
Newsletter Distribution: Dorothy Clark
The Leamington Society is a registered charity. It is a member of the West
Midlands Amenity Societies Association and the National Organisation of
Residents’ Associations. It exists to preserve the heritage and improve the
character of Royal Leamington Spa and to encourage high standards of
planning and architecture. (Charity No. 516078)
Unless otherwise indicated, views expressed in these newsletters are the
contributors’ own and not necessarily the corporate view of the Society.
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